MAKE YOUR APPS BETTER THAN EVER
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YOU’VE ALREADY CHOSEN INDUSTRY STANDARD SOFTWARE.

Fill the missing gaps in your existing software’s capability with an add-on tailor-made to the needs of your industry.
CAD fills a niche in your arsenal, but the collection of random shareware tools and workarounds can be exhausting.
When things break, you need to be able to call someone.

Even if you didn’t know it, you need Land F/X.
Get a palette of quality, functional CAD tools all under one roof, with combined support.

**Batchman**  
Batch file processor

**XLayer**  
Change any Xref layer properties

**SuperJoin**  
Smart PEDIT join all objects on a layer

**Phatch**  
Paint hatches using brush shapes

**Polydivide**  
Split polyline areas evenly

**Nuke**  
One-click file cleaner
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**Detail Enlargement**
Copy, scale, and trim multiple objects at once

**Site Color**
Add color to blocks and hatches

**Railing**
Fence/rail/retaining wall builder

**Concept Graphics**
Illustrative graphics with scheduling

**RefNotes**
Smart objects, tools, and scheduling

**Area/ Length Total**
Calculate all objects on a layer with one click

Have an idea for a new tool? All these came from user suggestions.
DESIGN F/X TURNS AUTOCAD AND REVIT INTO ROBUST DETAIL CREATION MACHINES.

Whether you’re detailing in AutoCAD or Revit, you get tools for creating and annotating details, a searchable library to store them, a cloud database to link all callouts automatically, and an ability to connect Revit and AutoCAD.
If you're spending more than 25 seconds fixing callout references, you're losing money.
Design F/X is included with both Planting F/X and Irrigation F/X.

25+ years of developing CAD tools, always offering unlimited tech support.

Ask anyone who’s used our CAD tools – they’re the best in the business.
IN-DEPTH WEBINARS AND QUICK POWER TIP VIDEOS EVERY WEEK.

UNLIMITED TECH SUPPORT, INCLUDING PHONE BASED.

NO EXCUSES THAT YOU DON'T HAVE THE TIME TO LEARN.
design F/X
Details + CAD Tools

$495/ license

Annual Renewal - $100